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R-Word is a Microsoft Word
Document Recovery utility,
designed for the recovery of
corrupted Word document
files when the standard
Windows File Recovery tools
fail. R-Word repairs damaged
Word files and MS Office
documents of any type (doc,
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docx, xls, xlsx, ppt, pptx,
pps, ppsx, rtf, rar, pdf). It can
also access and analyze the
content of files both short
and long (documents,
archives). R-Word can be
used to search and recover
multiple documents at the
same time. R-Word recovers
Word documents even from
severely damaged or written
over files. Its
IntelligentRebuild function
helps the user to rebuild the
document and recover all the
information. R-Word will
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compare the recovered
document with the original
one and highlight any
difference. Key features: IntelligentRebuild function:
This function will rebuild the
corrupt Word document (, or
any file) and recover all the
information. The
IntelligentRebuild allows to
recover the last version of
the document or the
document you need. Computer support any/all
type of file: R-Word recovers
Word documents of any type
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(doc, docx, xls, xlsx, ppt,
pptx, pps, ppsx, rtf, rar, pdf).
- Recover any damaged
document (:doc, :docx, :xls,
:xlsx, :ppt, :pps, :ppsx, :rar,
:pdf) - Extract text: This
function allows to extract
text from all Word and Office
(MS Word) types of
documents. R-Word is able to
recognize and extract text
from numerous types of
Word files, even if they are
corrupted. - Edit documents:
You can open and edit.doc
files in R-Word (word
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processor). - Extract tables
and graphics: R-Word can
extract data from tables and
graphical elements included
in Word documents or any
files of any type. - Results
import to other program: RWord is able to transfer the
recovered document to a
pdf/text file or any other file
format and transfer the data
to other programs (excel,
outlook, browser, etc). Recognizes all Word, Open
Office and MS Office formats.
- Available languages:
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English, Spanish, French,
Polish, German. - Unicode
Support: R-Word is multiplatform support of Unicode:
UTF-8, UTF-16 and UTF-32.
R-Word Recovery Keygen Free

This program extracts text
from heavily damaged.doc
files. It allows users to
quickly recover lost MS Word
documents. R-Word includes
many types of recovery
options so you can select the
one that is most suitable for
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your situation. Microsoft
Word Document Recovery
Features: - It can extract text
from corrupted Word
documents. - It can recover
text from documents that
have been re-formatted or
compressed. - It recovers
text even from heavily
damaged documents. - It
extracts text from multiple
Word documents at once. - It
can be used on both.doc
and.docx files. - It can
convert saved recovered
Word document file to plain
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text file (*.txt) format. - It
can copy recovered Word
document files to another
folder. - The recovered
document files can be saved
as.doc or.docx format. - It
can save recovered text
documents as.txt files. - It
can split recovered Word
document files into multiple
small recovered Word
documents. - It can search
and replace lost text in
corrupted MS Word
documents. - It can open
Word documents that were
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saved as Unicode Text (*.txt)
- It can open corrupted Word
documents that were saved
as Unicode Text (*.txt) Supports English, Chinese
and many other languages. Supports many versions of
Word documents including
97-2003, 2007, 2010, 2013. It supports Windows
XP/Vista/7/8/10/8.1/2016/10.
- It supports Unicode text
documents (*.txt) with any
languages and text encoding
formats. - It supports most
popular and latest Windows
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operating systems. - It is a
100% safe and trusted
Microsoft Word Document
Recovery software. - It can
be used without any
problems or compatibility
issues. - It comes with a 30
days money back guarantee.
More Info and Downloads: If
you have any question
please comment on my
videos. Thanks! Have a nice
day, Angel. I think there is a
lot of people who don't know
what to do when they
messed up a word
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document. Or maybe they
already erased some of their
precious files and need to
get them back. This article
introduces a method that
can be used to recover your
lost or deleted Microsoft
Word Documents, E-mails,
PowerPoint Presentations,
Excel Documents,
aa67ecbc25
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R-Word helps you to recover
damaged or lost Word files in
the following situations:
When documents are deleted
mistakenly, accidentally or
lost because of virus attack
or system crash. When Word
files are corrupted or
damaged beyond repair.
When users backup files too
late or after the file is
damaged. When files are
archived offline or the drive
is full. Table of Features: *
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Recover a single or multiple
files. * Support all Windows
versions. * Supports
Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1
and 10. * Extract text from
the damaged *.doc and plain
text *.txt files. * Recover files
from USB drives, CD, DVD
and other external drives. *
Recover a recovery file (.rst).
* Restore a single or multiple
saved recoveries to another
damaged *.doc files. *
Specify and recover
corrupted *.doc files from a
group of *.doc files, *.docx or
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*.xlsx files at once. * Recover
and restore multiple copies
of a single corrupted
document file. * Extract
entire tables, worksheets,
images, styles, fonts,
layouts, bullets and any
other parts of a Word
document. * Never mess
with the original Word
document files even after
the recovery. * Restore a
single or multiple Word
recovery files to another
files. * Recover a multi-page
*.doc file as a single
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document. * Recover Word
recovery files from existing
*.doc or *.docx files to a
single *.doc or *.docx file. *
Recovery folders are safe,
i.e., there is no risk of
overwriting existing
documents. With R-Word,
you can recover multiple
documents in different sizes
at the same time. No more
wasted time and disk space
searching for different
versions of Word files. It can
be used to securely recover
and restore Word
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documents, Excel
spreadsheets, PowerPoint
presentations and even other
documents as well. * R-Word
is an excellent Word
document recovery tool for
both individuals and
businesses. * R-Word feature
a unique R-TT file recovery
engine that can extract text
from damaged files and
rebuild corrupted.doc
and.docx files efficiently and
fully. * R-Word supports to
recover data from all
versions of Word from
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version 7.0 to 2016 including
the newest Word 2016
version. * R-Word supports
Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1,
10 * R-Word can be executed
as a freeware tool and
What's New in the?

R-Word is a tool designed to
recover corrupted Microsoft
Word documents. R-Word
extracts text even from
heavily damaged *.doc files
and never deletes from disk,
writes to, or modifies the
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original document files when
performs any operation
including Microsoft Word
document recovery. R-Word
allows users to restore and
save recovered documents
as Word *.doc or plain text
*.txt files. R-Word is a
Microsoft Word document
recovery software. R-Word
introduces a NEW utility that
recovers and reconstructs
damaged Microsoft Word
documents. A new
IntelligentRebuild Word
document recovery
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technology allows R-Word
users to rebuild damaged
*.doc files and easily restore
lost MS Word documents.
What is new in official RWord.02.02 software
version? - New Release.
What is expected in the
future? Newly-made RWord.02.03 be downloaded
from current page, we also
looking forward to
unconfirmed 2.03 release
build. You may download rword.02.02 directly,
estimated download time by
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ADSL or EDGE [~1.8 Mbit/s]
is 0:00:51. Just write the
reviews of the R-Word.02.02.
System requirements
Windows 98/Windows
Me/Windows NT/Windows
2000 Program has been
scanned and verified by the
several antivirus and antispyware applications and RWord found to be clean. No
guide or R-Word tutorial
available. All 4 files in zip
archive Latest Forum
Discussion If you are reading
this i'd assume you already
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had a problem with this
software, most people i've
seen that had issues with
this r-word have had
previous problems with ms
office, either with corrupt
files or problems with
formats of files, but for some
reason this seems to be a
problem for only someone.
but i really don't recommend
this program, and when i say
this software, i'm NOT saying
because of the recovery
feature, no because of the
rest of the program.
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sometimes it just crashes on
my computer, and i cant do
anything it just says the
program is not responding, i
have to restart the
computer, and when i open
the program again it seems
that its working but all its
doing is recovering files that
are not recovered correctly
and make a mess of it, and i
have no idea how to fix it...
this is what happens to me...
Since I started using r-word
as of now (about 5 months) I
found this and other small
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problems
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System Requirements For R-Word Recovery:

DirectX Windows Vista
System Requirements:
DirectX 9.0c Windows XP
Gundam Battle Online Best
Playable Category
Description Required System
Requirements Hardcore For
hardcore players. You are
the best gamers here. PC
CPU Athlon XP, Athlon X2
Computer Windows 7, Vista
To Play in Hardcore Mode,
you must have a computer
with at least
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